
 
Charged-up Charming Cherry Chansons and Chatter 
 

Gary Crawford: [00:00:00] Once again we're out here with the Agriculture Department's farmers 

market right off the Mall in Washington D.C. in the education tent with Chief Veg-U-cator Kayla 

Johnson. Kayla, have you got everything ready there she can talk to us on the air?  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:11] No.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:00:12] Oh oh OK well we'll carry on. Well actually folks my recorder didn't 

work when I started to interview her and I didn't notice it right away but I'm using this ruse to keep 

me from looking really bad.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:00:21] Now first to introduce our subject for today a song that starts off. I 

mean how many songs start with one too many I think. But here goes.  

 

Voiceover: [00:00:30] Boom boom boom boom boom boom.  

 

[00:00:34] Yes today we're featuring that bowls no, Cherries. That's it and these cherries are real 

droops. Oh no wait that's not an insult droops are fleshy and stone fruits and cherries have a long 

history you know. We know that ancient cave dwellers ate cherries because scientists have found 

equally ancient cherry pits in their. Kayla is not quite ready yet but you do have notes here on how 

to buy the best ones. We are supposed to look for plump firm cherries with the stems attached. For 

some reason they last longer than the others. Ok Kayla are you ready now.  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:02] Yeah.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:03] All right. Once we get those cherries home how should we treat them?  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:08] You'll want to store them unwashed in a loosely closed plastic bag in 

your refrigerator.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:13] And how long can we expect them to stay in good shape in there?  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:16] For up to seven days.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:17] Not bad. Now you could freeze them as well. You have to remove the 

pits using a Pitter or Patter.  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:24] Reusable straw and just push it out the center.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:26] Or use something like a pen or pencil. So anyway remove the pits lay 

the cherries out on a baking sheet. Now Kayla what then?  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:32] Put them in the freezer 12 to 24 hours and then you'll want to move 

them over to an airtight container and those store in your freezer for up to six months.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:41] We've been talking about the pits. What do you do with them. No. 

Well back in 1974 a Michigan cherry farmer was asking the same question he answered it by sort of 

inventing a new sporting event. The International Cherry Pit Spitting contest in Eau Clair, Michigan 



and the sport has spread worldwide. Some of these people to really propel the pits. Here's one now 

inhaling and.  

 

Voiceover: [00:02:04] 41 feet. Seven and a quarter inches.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:08] Wow. But Kayla you're dumping the pits. You're using the cherries. 

Now what are you doing with them today?  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:02:13] We are making a fresh cherry sauce. And we're going to be serving the 

fresh cherry sauce over vanilla ice cream.  

 

Hallie Heinzen: [00:02:20] And co-presenter today Hallie Heinzen's working over here on that 

right now.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:24] What's involved with this?  

 

Hallie Heinzen: [00:02:25] Some pitted cherries, some sugar, butter, water and cornstarch. And 

just mix it all together in a pan and just let it cook down and the cornstarch helps to thicken it a little 

bit. And then yeah we are putting it on top of some ice cream, it should be good really good.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:37] All right. For more recipe ideas for cherries. Including of course the 

ever popular.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:45] Sweet cherry pie. Yeah go online to what's cooking you USDA. And 

this. Well could be worse to be. Or. Maybe not. Gary Crawford for the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture Washington.  

 


